The fractal and self-similarity properties are revealed in many complex networks. In order to show the influence of different part in the complex networks to the information dimension, we have proposed a new information dimension based on Tsallis entropy namely Tsallis information dimension.
Introduction
The complex networks have been applied in many disciplines [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] . Researchers have revealed several properties of the complex networks, such as small-world phenomena [8] , scale-free degree [9] , fractal, self-similarity and community structure [10] ,etc. The fractal and self-similarity properties have shown the structure characteristic of the complex networks, many researchers have been attracted to explore it [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] .
In order to describe the fractal properties, Song et.al proposed the dimension of the complex networks [18, 19, 20] .
Recently, an information dimension of the complex networks has been proposed by Wei et.al in [21] . In the information dimension, the boxes which contain more nodes have a maximum effect to the information dimension.
However, sometimes those boxes contain few nodes may play an important role in the fractal property. In order to show the influence of the boxes which have different mounts of nodes to the information dimension. A new information dimension based on Tsallis entropy [22] is proposed in this paper.
In the proposed method, setting different values of q means chose different part as the main effect of the information dimension.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces some preliminaries of this work. In section 3, a new information dimension of complex networks based on the Tsallis entropy is proposed. The application of the proposed method is illustrated in section 4. Conclusion is given in Section 5. .
Preliminaries

Box-covering algorithm of complex networks
Song et.al have proposed a new box-covering algorithm for complex networks [20, 19, 18] . It contains a new definition for the box size l B which is based on the distances between the nodes in the complex networks. The network G 3 is obtained when the greedy algorithm is used for node coloring on G 2 [20] .
For a given network G 1 and box size l B , a box is a set of nodes where all distances l ij between any two nodes i and j in the box are smaller than l B , The minimum number of boxes required to cover the entire networks is denoted by N B .
For l B =1, N B is obviously equals to the size of the network N, while
is the diameter of the network plus one, the diameter of the network equals to the maximum distance in the network [20] .
If the distance between two nodes in G 1 is greater than l B , these two neighbors cannot belong in the same box. According to the construction of G 2 , these two nodes will be connected in G 2 and thus they will not belong in the same box in G 1 . On the contrary, if the distance between two nodes in G 1 is less than l B , it is possible that these nodes belong in the same box. In G 2 these two nodes will not be connected and it is allowed for these nodes to carry the same color, it will belong to the same box in G 1 [20] . More details are shown in Fig. 1 . 
Tsallis entropy
The entropy is defined by Clausius for thermodynamics [23] , connects the macroscopic and microscopic worlds. For a finite discrete set of probabilities the definition of the Boltzmann-Gibbs [? ] entropy is given as follows:
Where BG stands for Boltzmann − Gibbs, the S BG represents the BoltzmannGibbs entropy. The conventional constant k is the Boltzmann universal constant for thermostatistical systems, the value of k will being taken to be unity in information theory [24, 25] .
In 1988, a more general form for entropy have been proposed by Tsallis [22] . It is shown as follows:
The q − logarithmic function in the Eq. (3) is presented as follows [24] :
Based on the Eq. (4), the Eq. (3) can be rewritten as follows:
Where N is the number of the subsystems.
Information dimension
Based on the information entropy and the box-covering algorithm, an information dimension has been proposed by Wei et.al in [21] .
The information of the complex networks is shown as follows:
The p i in the Eq. (6) represents the probability of the nodes in the ith box. It is shown in Eq. (7).
Where n i is the node number in the ith box, n is the total number of the nodes in the complex networks [21] .
Depends on the relationship between information of the complex networks and the box size. The information dimension of the complex networks is shown in Eq. (8) [21] .
Where d b is the information dimension of the complex network. Based on Eq. (6), the Eq. (8) can be rewritten as follows:
Tsallis information dimension
In this section, a Tsallis information dimension of the complex networks, d T , is proposed as follows:
Where l is the box size in the box-covering algorithm. The numerator is the Tsallis entropy which is defined in Eq. (5). It can be easily seen that when q = 1 the Tsallis information dimension is degenerated to the information dimension of complex networks in [21] .
Similar to Shannon's information volume, we use the Tsallis entropy to define the information volume of complex networks as follows,
We discuss the relationship between the parameter q and the information dimension of the complex networks.
CASE 1, when q → −∞, the boxes with the minimum probability have the maximum effect on the information dimension of the complex networks.
CASE 2, when q → 0, the boxes with different probability have the same effect on the information dimension of the complex networks.
CASE 3, when q → 1, the Tsallis information dimension is degenerated to the information dimension in [21] .
CASE 4, when q → ∞, the boxes with the maximum probability have the maximum effect on the information dimension of the complex networks.
The information dimension of the complex networks is closed to 0.
It can be easily found that, with the increase of q, the information dimension of the complex networks is decreased.
Application
In this section, we use the proposed method to calculate the information dimension of four real networks, namely, the US-airlines networks Table 1 .
The comparison between the information dimension in [21] and the proposed information dimension is shown in Table 2 . In the Table 1 and Table 2 , the d b represents the information dimension of the complex networks which is calculated by the method in [21] . The 
Conclusion
The information dimension is widely used to illuminate the fractal and self-similarity properties of the complex networks. In this article, a general method to calculate the information dimension of complex networks has been proposed based on the Tsallis entropy. It can be used to describe the influence of different parts in the complex networks to the fractal property. The proposed Tsallis information dimension is a generalization of the existing information dimension to the complex networks.
